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WARNING

There is inherent danger with any new exercise program. This program
is provided for illustrative purposes only. You should consult your health
care provider before starting or changing your exercise routine. Serious
injury or death could occur.
Consult with a qualified fitness professional to show you proper form for
each exercise.

This report may not be reproduced in whole or in part without the
expressed permission of Maria L. Mountain
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Welcome to the 6-Minute Circuits for Hockey!
From the beer leaguer to the NHL player, there is a spectrum of drive and
dedication. At one end of the spectrum, these circuits will constitute
your entire off-ice hockey training program and at the other end of the
spectrum these circuits will comprise a nice hockey specific add-on or
finisher to your current workout routine.
That is the beauty of these quick circuits, they can be used by anyone
and what’s even better… regardless of your current ability, you will see
results on the ice – PERIOD.
Because I wanted to keep the circuits to only 6-minutes (so you have no
excuse to skip them) I actually am giving you three different circuits with a
different focus for each:
•
•
•

Stretching
Strength
Speed

I tried to keep the equipment requirement to a minimum, again I want
you to be able to do them any where, any time but you will definitely get
better results if you can add some resistance to the strength circuit.
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WARNING:

Not every body is able to do every exercise, so make sure
you have clearance from your doctor to participate in this program. If
you have not been doing any training to this point, you will need to start
by learning the movements. Plan to practice the movements for the first
two weeks before you even try to actually do the routines as a circuit.
If you are not sure what to do or you feel joint pain with any of the
movements, then stop right away.
Okay, now that we have that out of the way, let’s get down to business.

Stretching Circuit
do not SKIP to the next page
Yeah, I know you were about to skip over this section and head straight to
the strength and speed portion. I didn’t just fall off the turnip wagon, this
ain’t my first rodeo you know.
I know stretching is not the sexy part of hockey training, but it is absolutely
essential. Imagine the guy who finally gets a job with a Formula One pit
crew. He is so excited, he pictures himself running the pneumatic gun to
unbolt the wheels on tire changes – ZIIIIIPPPP ---- ZIIIIPPPP.
Then he gets his job assignment - - he will adjust the air pressure in the tires
before the race is even started. That’s it. Is that an exciting job? No, not
so much.
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Is it an essential job to the performance of the car? Absolutely. So this is
how I want you to think about stretching.
Think of stretching as the way to adjust your body so you can work
efficiently when you get on the ice or in the gym. Just because it is not
thrilling, that does not mean it is not important.
Okay, I hope you are convinced.
Now here’s what you are going to do...

Click the images to view workout clips
Hip Flexor + Quadriceps Stretch
x15 each
Elevated Hamstring + Rotation
x15 each
Lacrosse Ball on Glutes
x 15 each
T-Spine Rotation + Breathing
x 3 each
Deep Squat + Elbows Inside Knees
5x5 second hold
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Why Those?
I won’t bore you with all the details, but here is the quickie version of why
these specific ones earned a place in the 6-Minute Circuits for Hockey.

Hip Flexor + Quadriceps
Ever heard of a hockey player with a hip flexor strain?
Ever heard of a hockey player with back pain?
Ever heard of a hockey player with a sports hernia?
I would prefer it if you weren’t one of them, so that is why this is in here.

Elevated Hamstring + Rotation
For some athletes their tight hamstrings are really due to poor pelvic positioning, but a lot of the younger players I work with are quite tight in their
hamstrings. I chose this exercise because it teaches you to move your
pelvis on your femur and to feel the different heads of your hamstrings – it
is not one muscle, but a collection of three.

Lacrosse Ball On Glutes
You glutes are your most powerful skating muscle so let’s give them a little
love with this soft tissue technique. It might not feel great in the beginning, but you will learn to love it (I hope).
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Side Lying T-Spine Rotation + Breathing
Because we sit too much as a society, many of us are stiff in our thoracic spine. The posture you use when playing hockey does not help. The
problem is this – we should be mobile in the thoracic spine, so when it
get’s stiff, the body looks to take mobility from another area, in this instance the lumbar spine.
The lumbar spine is meant to be more stable than mobile, so when you
start torqueing through your lumbar spine when you take slappers at the
goalie in warm-up, you are putting stress and strain through an area that
is not equipped to deal with it.
We are also crappy breathers, so here is a great chance to pay attention
to how you breath and practice filling your abdomen and rib cage with
air.

Deep Squat + Elbows Inside Knees
If I hear anyone say ‘my body won’t do that’ I am going to spank you!
Although it may be true that you have trained your body not to do this
movement, we all started out with this position in our arsenal. We actually
have all spent hours here when playing with our Hot Wheels or building
sand castles at the beach.
We have trained ourselves out of it, so let’s see if we can recapture this
primal movement pattern.
Now go do it – it is only 6-minutes of your life, you can do it. When you
come back we will go over the Strength Circuit.
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Strength Circuit
now it’s getting good
Remember that this exclusive report is called ‘6-Minute Circuits for
Hockey’ not 30-minute circuits for hockey – so resist the temptation
to email me and ask ‘what about exercise XYZ – could I do that for
hockey?’
There a million exercises you ‘could do’ for hockey – I have over 400 of
them on my hockey training YouTube Channel (you might want to head
over there and subscribe), but what I am trying to do here is give you the
select few that I think will give you the most bang for your buck in only
6-minutes.
Now here’s what you are going to do…

Click the images to view workout clips

Alternating Reverse Skater Lunge
x60 seconds
Push Up + Knee Drive to Opposite Elbow
x60 seconds
Contra Bungee Row or Contra DB Row
x30 seconds each side
Single Leg Squat to Tap
x30 seconds each
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Bear Position Superman
(5 second hold) x60 seconds
Side Plank + Leg Lift
x30 seconds each leg
Why Those?

Alternating Reverse Skater Lunge
You get to stabilize over one leg, get low in the hips while keeping a nice
neutral back position and then drive out of that position using your glutes,
hamstrings and quads – sounds like a recipe for nice powerful strides to
me.

Push Up + Knee Drive to Opposite Elbow
I actually had another exercise in mind for this one at first, but it put more
emphasis on the anterior shoulder and if we are trying to get the most
bang for our buck in only 6-minutes, then I knew you needed something
better than that.
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I love this one because it gets your upper body of course, but then you
have to stabilize with your torso as you produce force with your upper
body and flex/adduct at the hip. When you skate you are repeatedly
producing forceful hip extension/abduction so this is a good opportunity
to work the opposite pattern – I bet some of you will be surprised at how
poor your range of motion is bringing that knee up and across.
Remember that you are stabilizing your torso as you move at your hip, so
don’t you dare rotate your pelvis to cheat your way over to that opposite
elbow.

Contra BG or DB Row
Really this is another way I trick unsuspecting hockey players like you into
working your legs and hips under the guise of training your upper body.
So I should be telling you that this is a great exercise to make your biceps
‘PoP’ – but I if I were telling the truth I would say that it is an idea way to
train the big muscles of your back (lats, rhomboids, trapezius) in an integrated fashion with the muscles on the opposite hip.
Know how you drive with one leg as you reach forward with the opposite
arm when you are skating or running – yeah, that’s because of this crossbody muscle arrangement. So we will train to capitalize on how the body
is actually designed to work.
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Single Leg Squat to Tap

This one is a little bit of a cheater – the single leg squat is a strength
exercise, but the hop is a little more of a power drill. Really what I am
trying to get is a more explosive contraction. I don’t want you jumping as
high as you can from the bottom of the squat, but just enough to get a
little pop at the top.
Only go as low as you can without rounding your back – that is how
you will keep it working your glutes, hamstrings and quads rather than
teaching your back extensors to be your powerhouse.

Bear Position Superman
Some of you will definitely need to start with a regular hands and knees
Superman, but don’t worry, if you stick with it, you will get there. When
you do this exercise imagine that you are wearing your very favourite
going-out shirt (I imagine that I am wearing my U2 concert shirt). Now
imagine that there is a big bucket of barf-yellow paint on your back and
it is filled to the brim. A wiggle this way or that may seem inconsequential
until you start spilling the barf-yellow all over your fave shirt.
THAT is how stable you need to be when you do this exercise. Anything
less and you are not doing a stability drill, you are doing a balancing drill –
BIG difference.
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Side Plank + Leg Lift
I like the intermittent stability this one requires. You will be surprised at how
much harder it is to keep your hips up once you lift the top leg. So you
get to use your adductors (groins) of the top leg to work with the oblique
abdominals in an on-again: off-again basis, which forces them to adjust
to position and tension.
The idea is to make the muscles stronger, but also smarter as they work
together in different planes and different patterns.
Okay, you know what is next – 6-minutes of hockey power!

The Speed Circuit
Read that heading again - - it says SPEED – not STAMINA. So don’t think
this is going to be the toughest 6-minutes you have ever spent in your life,
that would be Stamina’s job.
This one is geared toward giving you more speed in the first 2-3 strides;
that is all. If you are getting pooped during this workout, you better either
increase your rest between exercises or decrease your reps.
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Now here’s what you are going to do…

Click the images to view workout clips
Low Cycle Striders
10 seconds on : 20 seconds off x4
Plank + Pull
x30 seconds
Knee Down Vertical Jump
x30 seconds
Standing Lateral Leg Circles
x15 seconds each way : each leg
3 Count Lateral Hop & Stick
x15 seconds on : 15 seconds off x4
Why Those?

Low Cycle Striders
You cannot be explosive if you are not ‘loaded’ in your legs with your
hips, knees and ankles flexed, so this drill lets you get comfortable (or not)
in that position. It teaches you to fire your hips quickly into flexion and
extension while keeping a fairly quiet upper body.
Make sure you are getting nice full strides and don’t bob up and down.
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Plank + Pull
This is like the plank on steroids. I already told you that we need to
give our power muscles enough rest so your movements are fast and
explosive, so this is your ‘rest’ – yeah, not the margarita on the beach kind
of rest you might have been hoping for, but rest nonetheless.
Make sure you are keeping a perfect plank position as you pull your
elbows toward your toes.

Knee Down Vertical Jump
This one really goes after that first step explosiveness. From your knee
down position you are trying to drive straight up as high as you can in one
big impulse. Land on both feet.
Your goal is to drive your foot right through the floor on each rep. Do not
race through this one, take your time, reset between each rep. In the
30-seconds you will probably get about 4-6 reps on each side.

Standing Lateral Leg Circles
This is another one of those ‘rest’ exercises where you will be happy that
the ‘rest’ is over. Think of it as a rotator cuff exercise for your hip and that
may help a little bit. Remember to generate your own tension around the
hip and keep your shoulders level.
If you are finding this one easy, then you better watch the video again –
you are doing something very wrong.
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3 Count Lateral Hop & Stick
Just like hockey, this drill is stop and start, which makes it way more
challenging in terms of muscular load, but also balance. You will also
start getting a little tired by this point in the 6-Minute Circuit for Hockey so
the your balance will be getting shaky.
Do not wuss out on this drill, get big pushes, be explosive, get good lateral
distance on each hop and stick your landing after the third rep with
authority. Remember, you cannot develop power and speed without
moving quickly and explosively.
Make sure you have good footing for this one – you don’t want to turn this
into the 3-second splits circuit by having your foot slip out on you.

How Often?
If you currently have a consistent off-ice training routine, then I would
add one to the end of each workout and just rotate through each circuit
– Stretch one day, Strength the next day and Speed the next, rinse and
repeat.
If this is going to be your entire off-ice training routine, then break it down
like this…
•
Stretch Circuit – four times per week
•
Strength Circuit – 2-3 times per week
•
Speed Circuit – 2 times per week (but start with just the Stretch and
Strength circuits for the first couple of weeks to let you get used to the
movements)
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What Next?
I put these together as a fun thing for you to do; a way to add a little
variety and show you have taking a targeted approach to your hockey
training can have a big impact on your performance. Imagine what
following a complete off-ice hockey training program could do!
I don’t want you to think this is all you need to do for your training forever
– that will not only be boring, but it will lose its effectiveness as your body
adapts to the demands of these circuits.
So your best bet is to find a great hockey strength and conditioning
coach who can assess you and work with you to design a custom training
program that will give you exactly what you need. He or she will be right
there with you every step of the way to make sure you are doing all of the
exercises properly.
I know this will not be an option for some of you due to your geographic
location or finances – working with a qualified trainer will run you $85-200
per hour depending on where you live.
I earn my living training athletes all day long at the Revolution gym,
but I knew there were hockey players all over the world who where not
playing up to their potential that I could help with hockey specific training
programs, so you might want to check out my downloadable off-ice
hockey training programs HERE.
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They tell you what to do each day and give you video tutorials so you
can see how what proper technique looks like – as close as you can get
to working with me in person or privately online.
Finally, if that is not an option for you, there is a ton of free off-ice training
articles, exercises, videos, etc over at www.HockeyTrainingPro.com - I put
out free content every week, because my mission is to help 10,000 players
win more games with fewer injuries regardless of where they live or their
financial situation. #CommitedToYourSuccess.

About the Coach

Maria Mountain is the strength and conditioning coach
to Olympic, World and Stanley Cup Champions.
A full-time strength and conditioning coach and owner
of Revolution Sport Conditioning, she specializes in
off ice training for hockey players. Her methods not
only transform your performance on the ice, they also
dramatically reduce your risk of injury.
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Other Programs
Hockey Workout Club
Better fitness will improve your performance on the
ice. Here’s how to cut through all the confusion and
misinformation with a step-by-step fitness plan that will
not only help you get stronger and leaner, but will also
give you more speed and stamina on the ice so you
can stay in the play right ‘til the final buzzer.Get a new
workout each month for under $20. Learn more here.

Hockey Speed Secrets
Speed is a skill that needs to be practiced. Hockey
Speed Secrets gives you ON-ICE drills you can use to
transform your speed and stamina on the ice.This is
not a power skating program; it is a collection of onice speed, agility and stamina drills.
It is a nice complimentary program to your off-ice
training. Learn more here.
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Hockey Training Blueprint
If you are looking for more of a pro-style
training program, you are looking for the
Hockey Training Blueprint, which transforms
your game during a 16-week progressive offseason program.It comes with an in-season
training schedule as well, so you always know
exactly what to do, how to do it and how
many to do every single day. Learn more here.

Custom Off-Ice Training Program
This option is for Elite and Professional players who
need custom program design to make it (or stay) at
the highest level.On occasion, serious adult or Junior
players will be accepted into this limited enrollment
program – what can I say, I am passionate about
helping players reach their potential at every level.
The lucky few in this group get phone coaching via
Skype, they are eligible for in-person coaching at
the Revolution Studio in London, ON and they get
custom training program design to suit their needs,
time, equipment and goals. Learn more here.
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